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Virtual Warriors

When it comes to eSports, Hawai‘i’s got game
Story by Larry Lieberman. Photos by Tommy Shih.

Spectators are gathering. There’s
excitement in the air, a buzz of activity
on both sides as coaches huddle with
their young players to review lastminute strategies. There’s a lot at stake
for these two high school teams: One of
them is about to make history by
winning the first-ever Hawai‘i state
championship for their sport, earning a
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place in the Hawaii High School
Athletic Association (HHSAA) record
books.

They’ll win the respect and admiration of their peers and
increase the chances of earning college scholarships.
Proud parents watch from the sidelines as the five-person
teams take their positions and put on their game faces.
They don high-tech headsets and log in, settling into
opposing banks of ergonomic gaming chairs to select their
avatars and begin competing for the title.

As the inaugural Hawaii State High School League of
Legends championship gets under way inside the Hawai‘i
Pacific University (HPU) eSports Arena, the melee is
displayed on big-screen monitors for a fervent audience.
TV news crews are on hand, and a play-by-play announcer
“shoutcasts” the action for viewers watching online.
eSports has come of age, and HPU is the first university in
the state to embrace competitive video gaming as part of
the school’s official sports program.

Before you traditionalists scoff, consider that “some of
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these players could become the next collegiate superstars,”
says Reed Pasatiempo, HPU’s eSports arena manager. “Of
course, we hope they’ll come play for the Sharks.”

The global phenomenon of eSports—that is, competition-level videogaming—
has come into its own in the Islands with the opening of Hawai‘i Pacific
University’s eSports Arena in 2018.

The HPU Sharks college teams compete in two gaming
categories: Overwatch and League of Legends. Overwatch,
a multi-player first-person shooter, can be exciting for
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spectators because there are so many camera angles,
wildly colorful graphics and nonstop action in a variety of
landscapes. Virtually no knowledge of the game is needed
for viewers to be entertained by the on-screen clashes.
Overwatch games and tournaments tend to be brief, fastpaced and easy to digest, but the rapid cuts between scenes
and viewing angles can be visually overwhelming.

League of Legends, on the other hand, offers a steadier,
bird’s-eye view of the gamescape and a longer duration, but
what takes place on screen is dizzying chaos to the
uninitiated. Each match is filled with team-combat
mayhem as a variety of heroes and monsters battle in a
free-for-all that requires far deeper levels of strategy than
meet the eye. The camera tracks action in a jungle terrain,
where opposing teams try to outwit, outmaneuver and
outfight each other to destroy the opponent’s base.
Enthusiasts get hooked on the game’s fast pace, fun visuals,
tight teamwork and chess-like strategy.

To help recruit up-and-coming players, HPU offers
scholarships of up to $6,000 per year for gamers who make
the grade. Pasatiempo finds that prospective students often
light up when they see the school’s cutting-edge gaming
facility. It’s frequently cited as one of the highlights of
campus tours, with equal amounts of excitement from
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locals, Mainland visitors and international students. The
eSports arena is a great example of what any gaming
enthusiast would do with a three-thousand-square-foot
living room: Fill it with cozy couches and wall-mounted
big-screen TVs connected to Xboxes, Switches and PlayStations with large libraries of current and classic games,
then throw in multiple rows of souped-up PC gaming
machines with high-resolution monitors, slick gaming
chairs and high-performance accessories. The finishing
touches include a virtual reality station equipped with the
latest fully immersive 360-degree 3D games, counterbalanced by an air hockey table for those who need a
refreshing analog break, and a shoutcasting studio from
which play-by-play announcers can scream the details
without disturbing the players.
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“This is about so much more than playing video games,” says HPU president
John Gotand. “Through eSports, the digital-native generation is preparing for
careers in engineering, design, marketing and related fields.”

The facility is the first of its kind in Hawai‘i, and HPU
openly welcomes the public to use it, along with the
university students. HPU students don’t have to be on the
college team to enjoy the eSports arena; every full-time
student gets a game card good for twenty-five hours of play
and can buy more at a discount. The general public can get
their games on at rates lower than the average internet
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café, and the space is available to host birthday parties,
corporate events and special tournaments.“Our vision for
the program is to be innovative but also give back to the
community,” says Pasatiempo. “That means everyone’s
invited.”

At 21, Wesley O’Neill is the captain of the HPU Sharks
League of Legends team. The clean-cut, fresh-faced senior
has the energy and eagerness of a superhero in training. “I
was a freshman here back in 2017, when the president of
the university decided to build the eSports arena and start
a college team,” says O’Neill. “I was in the initial group of
five or ten kids. We were just a ragtag bunch of friends
playing League together on the side, on our laptops. Then
this happened, and suddenly we had the equipment and
the infrastructure, and it’s grown every year. It’s only going
to keep growing, and I’m so happy to have been a part of it.”
The experience of playing collegiate eSports has put O’Neill
on a path toward gaming as a career. Graduating with a
degree in computer science, O’Neill plans to continue
playing in hopes of achieving pro status, and he’s
interested in working as a game designer if he doesn’t
make it. “Turning pro isn’t easy. The game has a ranking
system, and you have to be in the top half or quarter of a
percentile to be considered one of the very best players,”
says O’Neill. “But pros can make a decent amount of
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money, especially with sponsorships and advertising.”
O’Neill says that about half of the team aspires to make a
living in gaming at some level, whether as players,
computer engineers or marketers.

Those who do smash their way into the small circle
of professional gamers can earn money from a
variety of sources, including tournaments, salaries,
endorsements and subscriptions to their
individual Twitch channels, where viewers pay
optional monthly subscription fees for
commercial-free access to videos of their favorite
pros playing or commenting on strategy and
technique. One Hawai‘i gamer who made good in

HPU’s eSports team, the
Sharks, currently includes

the early days of professional eSports is “Dyrus,”

about a dozen student

a.k.a. Marcus Hill. Dyrus retired from professional

gamers and o!ers

competition in 2015 after placing fourth in the

scholarships for gaming

League of Legends World Championship and is

excellence.

listed on the Kalani High School Wikipedia page as
a “notable alumnus” along with several Kalani students
who went on to become professional baseball and football
players. As of 2018 Dyrus still had more than 1.3 million
followers on livestream gaming platform Twitch, earning
him a place among the most followed streamers in the
eSports world.
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Video games sure have come a long way since I
dropped countless rolls of quarters down the coin slot of
the local Atari Asteroids machine in the halcyon days of my
misspent youth. If there had been a professional virtual
space rock blasting team back then, I might have had a
shot. But today’s games are exponentially more difficult to
master. To get a better sense of what is driving the eSports
phenomenon, I turned to the resident experts: my own
kids, Brandon and Adam Lieberman, both avid gamers.

“Only a select few have the genetic advantage to become a
successful quarterback or basketball player,” says Brandon,
now a 24-year-old college graduate with a degree in
biology. “But with eSports anyone can compete. It’s all
about teamwork, mental acuity and reaction time.”
Brandon organized a League of Legends tournament at
Punahou School back in 2011, before the game had
become so wildly popular. Without an official schoolsanctioned club or team, Brandon and his friends
petitioned Riot Games, which produces League of Legends,
to sponsor their tournament and provide prizes. “It really
brought kids together from different social groups and
backgrounds, and gave them all something common to
embrace. We forged a lot of lasting friendships in the
process.” Adam, now 18, sees the advent of eSports as
validation. “The HPU gaming arena is a huge step in the
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right direction, making gaming less stigmatized,” he says.
“I hope eSports facilities become a norm on college
campuses, because gaming is a huge part of the social
fabric for almost every one of my friends.”

Scenes from Overwatch, one of the most popular eSports games. In 2019,
eSports revenues exceeded $1 billion; more than twenty-four thousand players
globally vied for $220 million in prizes, with millions of spectators livestreaming the action.

As the younger population ages, they bring their adolescent
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passions into adulthood. Many sports bars are now
displaying video-game clips on big screens alongside
baseball, basketball and football. In 2018 almost one
hundred million unique viewers tuned in to watch the
League of Legends World Championship, edging out the
just over 98 million who watched the Super Bowl.
Professional eSports tournaments have been filling
stadiums in Korea and China for years. In 2017 more than
forty thousand people flocked to Beijing’s Olympic stadium
for the League of Legends championship, and high-profile
eSports events are seeing increasing levels of live
attendance in the United States. eSports revenues are
projected to top $1.8 billion by 2022. But as interest in
competitive gaming grows and the market expands with
new opportunities for gaming careers, every parent asks
the inevitable question: Is all of that “practice” time
healthy, and are the potential rewards worth the risks?

“Moderation is important to remember,” says Dominique
Bushong, the recreation director at HPU and organizer of
the Sharks eSports teams. “We mix it up and don’t
concentrate only on game practice. There are a lot of
different skills to learn and a lot of ways to learn them. We
talk about teamwork, sportsmanship and having a
purpose. And one of the most rewarding parts of being
involved in this program, for me, is to see these often shy,
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introverted students break out of their shells and become
comfortable, confident leaders who command a presence
that they didn’t have before they got involved on the team.”

And for those who aren’t pursuing gaming occupations,
there are still benefits to being on the team beyond the fun
and competitiveness. “Employers these days are starting to
look for gamers with the kind of hand-eye coordination and
tactical skills that can help their businesses,” says Cody
Down, chief information officer and associate vice
president of HPU. “Most adults are doing work that involves
computers, working on fast-paced projects, and companies
want graduates with the kind of leadership and technical
skills that can be built through competitive eSports. The
times are changing.”
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Another popular eSports game, League of Legends, requires complex strategy
and teamwork. Lucrative careers and college scholarships await those at the
top of their game.

Back at the HHSAA finals, the team
from Moanalua High School defeats Punahou, winning two
in a row in the best-of-three format and securing their
place in the HHSAA records as Hawai‘i’s first-ever high
school League of Legends champions. The huge trophy will
likely find its way into a glass case in Moanalua High
School’s athletic office, and from this point forward the
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high school championships will be an annual event. Other
universities are expected to join HPU in offering gaming
scholarships and competing with each other to recruit top
players, including the University of Hawai‘i, whose college
eSports teams competed for the first time in 2019.
Hawai‘i’s next international eSports superstar might
already be seated in their gaming chair, “pwning the
n00bs” (gamer slang for dominating newbies).

There’s a fair amount of potential associated with eSports
success, so parents, don’t be too quick to take away junior’s
controller. Those thumbs may one day bring glory. And for
those who worry that gaming won’t provide students with
enough opportunity for physical exercise, HPU’s eSports
Arena has a perfect solution: Their campus fitness center is
right next door. HH
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